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ENY
Leader
Dies

R e u t e r s

BOSTON - Yesterday, at
6:40PM, local time, Michael
‘Miki’ Shea died due to complica-
tions arising during triple-
bypass surgery. The Governor of
Boston, and head of the ENY
Boston Family, was 72. Governor
Shea is best known for establish-
ing the Boston Family within the
ENY political landscape, and
integrating the previously inde-
pendent thread into the Empire.
The Boston local government
has announced a week of mourn-
ing following his death. The date
and location of governor Shea’s
wake has not been revealed,
however it has been stated that
it will not be open to the public.
Though not previously released
to the public, Shea had been ill
for some time, and the surgery
was considered a highly risky,
last chance, for the Governor.

Miki Shea, son of John ‘Red’
Shea, took his father’s place as
Boston City Commissioner in
2021 (Boston year), where he
remained until assuming control
of the Boston Family, and the
position of Governor in 2034
(Boston year), after the assassi-
nations of then-Governor Kevin
Weeks and several other highly
placed Commissioners. Four
years later, following the brief
invasion by ENY forces,
Governor Shea penned the
agreement with Emperor Carlos
I, placing Boston under the
authority of ENY.

This will mark the first succes-
sion of a new Governor of
Boston, as well as a new head of
the Boston family, to occur since
the annexation of the thread by
the Empire. The Empire has
generally allowed the royal fam-
ilies to chose their own leader-
ship without interference, but in
the case of Boston, every stable
Governor in the thread’s 58-year
history, has also been the head of
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Napoleonic
Empire
Stabilizes

I N S

ALBANY - Since the announce-
ment of a wedding between **
and **, the Napoleonic Empire
has formed diplomatic ties with
most of the JET nations. Last
week Count Milraud was sent to
Port Tucumcari as a Trade
Representative to the
Midwestern States. The
Emperor has sent representa-
tives to the Chrysanthemum**
Throne, and has long had ties
with Malaysia.

Napoleon’s latest diplomatic
initiative has been the dispatch
of Grand Duchess Elise as his
representative to the JET. The
Grand Duchess holds her titular
rank by written inheritance
from the sister of Napoleon
Bonaparte, also names Elise.
Tuscany is not within the
Napoleonic Thread, however the
sovereign title is an important
Court and courtesy rank, and
Elise is one of the leading social
figures in the Imperial Court.
The dispatch of a new
Ambassador suggests that the
Emperor’s interest in the JET
has risen considerably. The pre-
vious Ambassador was Paul Le
Poufre, a younger son who creat-
ed scandal in diplomatic circles
with his eccentric behavior. Le
Poufre was recalled to Paris.
His cousin, Reynard Le Poufre
serves as Governor-General of
Morocco.

Cava
goes to trial
in Axa

Special to the Collegian

XIHUPAN, AXA - In a close-
ly watched trial with interna-
tional implications, the trial
of alleged terrorist Cava has
begun in Axa. A scientist
born in Xiuchuiphuatl, a
major city of the Axa State,
Cava is charged with willful-
ly supplying technology for
the largest terrorist action in
Axan history, which
destroyed two major Axan
population centers.

According to the Prosecution
which began presenting its
case in the Supreme Court of
the state of Xihupan, Cava
was recruited by revolutionar-
ies of the *** movement, par-
ticularly the charismatic
leader Aya, who Cava formed
a close bond with. She agreed
to supply the revolutionaries
with secret government tech-
nology on what are generally
termed “reality weapons” -
devices that weaken the fabric
of a thread and cause an area
to “unravel” so that it does not
exist.

The trial is expected to take
several months. Prosecutors
have said that they will ask
for the death penalty, however
they have indicated that they
may agree to a life imprison-
ment term if Cava offers “com-
plete cooperation” with gov-
ernment investigators in the

by Rachel Dunn

SAN FRANCISCO, TECH-
NOSPHERE, November 20,
2058 - Years of work and focus
are coming to fruition here as
high-ranking Technomages are
prepared to begin the difficult
work of reunifying our broken
universe. Recent breakthroughs
have provided crucial insight
into the origins of the event—
enough such that the Tech-lords
now believe they have the
required data to begin stitching
threads back together. The date
for reunification has not been
finalized, but the current target
is early December.

In an official release, Dr.
Zachary Devlan sought to quell
what he sees as “misinformation
spreading through the world
like wildfire”. He notes that
most people in most threads are
in fact seeking reunification,
although that is not by any
measurement a universal senti-
ment. He further notes that due
to various losses, the likelihood
of re-establishing the pre-event
world is essentially nil.
However, stabilizing existing
threads is believed to be possi-
ble, and that remains the cur-
rent goal.

People from numerous threads
look on with great excitement,
and some amount of trepidation,
as Technomages prepare for
what is being called
Reunification Day. Many are
worried that their thread’s
exclusion from the Reunification
Day plans are some indication
that their threads are being sac-
rificed, or simply being allowed
to expire outside the ‘saved’
world.

The official release notes that
Reunification Day is simply the
beginning of a very long process
and that only a very small num-
ber of threads can be included in
this initial step. There is not,
and never has been, any plan to
attempt reunification of all
threads at once. Following the
success of this initial effort,
additional threads will be iden-
tified and reunified with the sta-
ble world over the course of the
following months and years.

Threads under consideration
for Reunification Day have been
listed as the Technosphere, Los
Angeles, Seven Nations, Oregon,
and British Columbia. Parts of
the PPOC had been under con-
sideration, although hostility on
the part of the PPOC residents
towards the Technomages is
believed to have scuttled that
possibility for the time being.
The official estimate is that

three or four threads at the most
will be involved in the first mend-
ing. Final selection of the partici-
pants is likely to take place in the
final days leading up to reunifica-
tion.

Here in California, the
Technomages have been search-
ing for a path to reunite the bro-
ken threads of our universe since
they first realized that others out-
side their own continued to exist.
The desire, however, had not been
matched with the capability, as
the primal cause of the devastat-
ing event on December 21, 2012
had never been entirely under-
stood. That particular roadblock
was overcome a few months back
with the recovery of the Damocles
Hub named Beaver.

Beaver had been one of the more
powerful Damocles hubs and was
hosted at MIT’s Marvin J. Minsky
Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Labora-tory. In addi-
tion to being one of the more pow-
erful hubs, Beaver was also the
network node bridging Damocles
to the east coast of the former
United States. All traffic between
Damocles and the east coast hubs
was routed through Beaver.

Recovery of the Beaver hub had
been difficult in part because the
system had been disassembled
and removed from MIT post event
by unknown entities, who were
not forthcoming with its location
when gates between threads
again began opening. A few
months ago, the machine was
found being auctioned on the
black market and, according to
Technosphere officials, was fortu-
nately discovered and recovered.

While details have not been pro-
vided, erroneous packets coming
from the Beaver hub into the
Damocles core during the stasis
experiment in 2012 created a res-
onating frequency outside the
normal three dimensions. This
resonation induced severe vibra-
tions in these higher dimensions
which like a fine crystal glass
under the influence of high fre-
quency sound simply shattered,
ripping our local universe apart
like the shards of crystal in that
glass.

According to those in the know,
putting a shattered glass seam-
lessly back together is childsplay
in comparison to the effort
required to stitch two threads
back together. Great precision will
be required along with an enor-
mous amount of power. While they
don’t seem to figure luck into
their equations, no one here is
turning down wishes, prayers, or
any other supportive thoughts.See SHEA, page 2 See CAVA, page 4

Miki Shea (file photo) 

Reunification
Day Imminent,
says Devlan

The Supreme Court building in Xihupan, Axa

See FRANCE, page 2
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the Boston Family (or its prede-
cessors). Since the leader of the
Empire’s largest protectorate is a
matter of considerable impor-
tance to the Emperor, it is consid-
ered highly likely that the
Empire will exert some level of
influence in the selection of the
next Governor of Boston, and
could conceivably go so far as to
appoint a non-Bostonian to the
position.

Baring any exceptional actions
by the Emperor, head of the
Boston Family will likely fall to
Tom Maloney, the Boston City
District Commissioner. Maloney
follows Shea’s pro-Empire
stance, and has taken an active
part in expanding Boston’s role
in the Empire, and relationships
with other threads. Though the
political front-runner, he lacks
the overwhelming political sup-
port of the other District
Commissioners, who’s support
has historically been required,
per Boston’s now defunct State
charter, to elect a governor.

Maloney’s most direct, if not,
close, competitor for the position
of Governor, is Brigit Killeen, the
young Cambridge District
Commissioner, and head of the
Winter Hill Gang. The Winter
Hill Gang and the Boston family
have been bitter political rivals
since the two factions split when
Boston became part of the
Empire. Killeen’s sympathies lie
with the separatist movement,
though she has never advocated
violent succession from the
Empire. As the recent increase in
anti-ENY violence has shown,
there is a growing sentiment
against the pro-ENY Boston fam-
ily, and Killeen has considerable
popular support throughout the
population of Boston, if not from
the other District
Commissioners. Though rela-
tions with the Empire would cer-
tainly turn frosty if she became
Governor, violence might contin-
ue to escalate if a pro-ENY figure
such as Maloney got the top posi-
tion.

The succession of Boston
Governors is often accompanied
by assassinations, street fighting,
bombings, and other violence.
The unexpected death of the
most likely candidates is not
uncommon, often allowing
unlikely contenders to assume
the position, at least temporarily.
The District Commissioners of
Charlestown, Salem, Quincy,
Worcester, and Springfield, are
all possible contenders, as is the
State Police Commissioner.

The presence of a powerful
emissary to the JET may also
constitute a second line of
approach to Albany. While an
“Imperial Wedding” is imminent,
Napoleon’s  dealings with
Emperor Michael have been
uneven. ** is a member of a
rival family and it is generally
agreed among outside observers
that the wedding was allowed as
a concession to the ** to end an
internecine war. An alliance
with the Emperor’s rivals makes
for rocky relations between the
states, and has been seen 

Morocco is expected to be a
touchstone item for the
Bonapartist Empire. French
Troops in Morocco have seized
most of the coastal cities from
the Sultan Mohammed IV, and
are moving to consolidate a con-
quest and force the abdication of
the Sultan. Jeffersonia dis-
missed the Bonapartist
Ambassador at Williamsburg
and has severed diplomatic ties
after two vessels under
Moroccan command but flying
the French Flag fired on the
J.R.S. Constellation off the coast
of Morocco.

France is seen as wanting con-
trol of several key sea threads
which can be accessed through
Morocco. Currently France
lacks an Atlantic Port, as there
is no known sea route to the
Mid-Atlantic from the port of Le
Havre. France exerts a heavy
control of the Mediterranean.
The Napoleonic Empire controls
several surrounding threads
including the tiny Austria-
Hungary thread which accesses
the Vatican. France has recog-
nized Pope ** ‘s sovereignty over
the Vatican and promised to pre-
serve its independence and allow
“free and safe access for all
Catholics or those on diplomatic
missions who come peaceably to
our shores to visit his Holiness.”
The Emperor has pledged to
extend safe conduct “even to
adversaries of the Empire…as a
courtesy to His Holiness, and at
the request of the Primate of
France.”

Napoleonic France represents
a formidable borderline TL3
power. Unlike Jeffersonia, the
Empire supports large steam
engines, and has many steam
powered textile mills and looms.
Steam engines able to practical-
ly propel a ship do not work well
within the thread, but France is
said to be manufacturing auxil-
iary steam vessels in
Casablanca on a pattern pur-
chased from Confederate Texas.
The Empire also possesses
repeating rifles purchased from
other European Threads, and
maintains a stock of TL4 ammu-
nition, and is said to have units
which have trained in TL5
Combat in Danzig.

The Emperor maintains cor-
dial ties with Danzig but repudi-
ates his neighbor’s anti-semi-
tism and has stated firmly that
the French Empire tolerates “all
faiths that represent peace and
harmony…Protestant, Catholic,
Jew, and even Muslim are all to
be respected, along with any
other faith that honors the basic
principles of charity and the dig-
nity of human life.”

The Empire represents anoth-
er element in a political constel-
lation which now ranges around
the world. Along with British
India, a strong TL4 power, and
the powerful TL7 Asian States,
the Bonapartist state repre-
sents a significant new diplo-
matic challenge for the “Core
Threads.”

S p e c i a l  t o  t h e  C o l l e g i a n
General Edward K. Sykes has led the Empire of

New York’s Air Force for fourteen years and was
made Chairman of the Empire’s Joint Chief of
Staff last year. The ENYAF represents the
strongest military institution within the Empire
of New York and maintains control of the Empire’s
previously denied nuclear weapons. General
Sykes spoke to the Collegian today at the
ENYAF’s headquarters.

COLLEGIAN: There are several stories in the
newspapers all about the speech you made in
recently about the state of New Orleans and
NATO. How much of a challenge is the retaking of
New Orleans these days? 

GENERAL SYKES: New Orleans, I would say,
is one of our top priorities because of what it rep-
resents from a security point of view, to the people
of New Orleans and for potential other conflicts
between mankind and the supernatural on the
horizon. I believe  we’re making good progress on
it both within the NATO alliance and with the
support of other potential allies.

COLLEGIAN: ENY is nonetheless accused of
being slow to get it right.

SYKES: Well, the whole world has a challenge
here. Because of ENY’s central role, that means
it’s a big challenge that ENY has to step up to.
Over the last year, people have been more and
more complimentary of how we have made
progress. We’re focused on it, and I expect to keep
my promises to the people of New Orleans and
their government.

COLLEGIAN: ENY is the biggest target of crit-
icism.

SYKES: We’re the largest military and political
entity that maintains the old American lifestyle
and the strength and vitality of both a strong mil-
itary and a strong middle class. And so it’s a
responsibility for us to make sure that things like
Apophis don’t get in the way of the dream of the
JET and where mankind can and must go. We
need to drive that forward.

COLLEGIAN: And if people continue to under-
mine ENY or the process in general, how serious-
ly does it inhibit the future? 

SYKES: It can certainly slow things down but I
am sure that NATO and other powers will stand
together to retake New Orleans for humankind.
We need this to happen both for the people of New
Orleans and to learn how to fight such foes else-
where.

COLLEGIAN: You notice that so-called demon-
ic forces are invested not only in New Orleans but
also so-called Infernal London and even in ENY’s
Boston holdings. How worried does that make
you? 

SYKES: This new world of ours is a very dan-
gerous place. Until recently, we were not consult-
ing with the Witch Finders and others with the
detailed knowledge and experience to fight these
kinds of opponents. I am trained to see threats
and be ready for them. Underestimating potential
enemies is always a mistake.

COLLEGIAN: I read an article coming here on
Standard Oil and Oscar Sutro and their perceived
ability to deal with supernatural research better
than you. Is that fair? 

SYKES: No.
COLLEGIAN: Are you going to have to push

your military preparations faster because of these
threats? 

SYKES: Probably.
COLLEGIAN: You say this keeps you on your

toes, you have such a huge military. Is the tenden-
cy to sometimes think that we just can’t be beat-
en? 

SYKES: No, in fact that’s one thing I like about
the ENY culture. We are pragmatic and realistic.
We have faced strange threats for many years and
dealt with them via planning, organization and
firepower. We never forget the threats we face
and try to find the ones we aren’t seeing.

COLLEGIAN: What are your opinions on the
political turmoil in Los Angeles over the elections
and the statements of Mr. Luciano in Manhattan.

SYKES: I am sorry but you will need to go to
the State Department for your answers. Those
are not questions for the military.

COLLEGIAN: What about recent events in
Costa Rica involving attacks by apparent
Japanese movie monsters?  They seem to be
blaming you for the destruction of parts of their
country. Is that true from your point of view? 

SYKES: Actually no. Costa Rica put out a
distress call for pilots to assist them in their
defense. This is a thread which had never con-
tacted the JET and while they seem to have
maintained aircraft had no pilots to fly them.
They asked for our help in an untenable posi-
tion that they themselves could not handle and
then wish to blame us for it. None of us will
accept that blame. I flew with good people and
we did the best we could without any of the
resources we had facing Godzilla.

COLLEGIAN: You sound quite strident
about this. Is this a public position that is
essential to take? 

SYKES: Yes, it seems that as much as we
wish we it were not true that fictional Japanese
monsters are a threat. I would further chal-
lenge Rising Sun to be more forthcoming about
Monster Island and to support a mission to
remove that threat permanently or at least take
responsibility.

COLLEGIAN: You seem to view things some-
what in terms of human survival. Is that accu-
rate? 

SYKES: Yes, whether you accept the New
Catholic Church view of the End Times or some
other it is clear that mankind is on the ropes
but certainly not down for the count. ENY has
a stake in making sure that man gets up off the
canvas and wins more than just a decision if at
all possible. The mankind of history needs to
face these various supernatural challenges and
drive them back whether they be Apophis,
Mesmer or other things.

COLLEGIAN: Can you tell me two things
that you have changed your mind about in the
last year about, in the last year, about those
threats? 

SYKES: Sadly, much of my information is
still classified but I think anyone can look about
and see much of this for themselves. I have
great faith in us and think we can ultimately
succeed, plan for the future and move forward.

COLLEGIAN: Thank you, General Sykes.

FRANCE, from page 1 SHEA, from page 1 ENY Military Insight
From the Man Who Knows
An exclusive Collegian interview
with General Edward Sykes of the ENYAF

General Sykes (Collegian)
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“discuss options.” Even Luce
was not optimistic. “There has
been a long culture of neglect in
Los Angeles. Now there is a
push to account, and what is not
at all clear is that the right peo-
ple are being held accountable.”

The Emperor of New York has
said he will “wait for the
appropriate occasion of
Inauguration Day” to offer con-
gratulations to the winners of
the election. Typically the
head of state issues a congrat-
ulatory message shortly after
the election.

Political analysts in Penn
State were more optimistic. **
stated  “Los Angeles could not
move forward under a sham
Republic. Most Los Angelenos
knew that Communism was a
dead ideal. Paul Aguirre pre-
sented a middle road, and fore-
sightful internationalists like
Oscar Sutro have embraced this.
If Aguirre can be kept in power,
and the Communists out of
power, then Los Angeles has a
bright future. The Movement is
not a monolith. It is deeply
riven by a secularist and Accion
Catholica rift. That balance will
aid in maintaining a compro-
mise state, which may be a bet-
ter neighbor than another
repressive Dictatorship.”

Rising Sun exerted tremen-
dous influence on the election,
mostly through support of the
Democratic Party. In the end
Standard Oil harnessed xeno-
phobia to bring the GOP into
line, and the sheer numbers of
the Movement proved too daunt-
ing to the Democrats. Most
Democratic legislators resigned
their seats without argument
following the Court Orders,
though a few led by Kazan have
held out against the Standard-
Movement coalition. Watchers
suspect the new Coalition to be
far more resistant to foreign
tampering and suggest this may
be one reason Nitta has tolerat-
ed it.

Nitta endorsed the power
sharing plan this week, saying
he would support any “due
Constitutional Government of
the State of California.”

Movement legislators have
already suggested a secession
bill, but have substantially mod-
ified their original calls. The
Movement originally called for
the establishment of a
Communist-Marxist state with a
worker’s Constitution. EPIC
has put forward a plan to secede
to the former Republic of
California and adopt a moder-
ate-Socialist constitution with a
Parliamentary Government and
a President. The plan does not
have GOP support and is not
expected to pass, though it will
likely come to a vote.

The final details of the Power
Sharing plan were made public
yesterday on the steps of the
California State House in a for-
mal ceremony. EPIC and GOP
speakers, as well as Minority
Democrat Bob Hayes (D-
Valencia). In the Barrios there
were wild street celebrations,
which were reported to be of a
“primarily peaceful nature.”
EPIC trucks distributed free
beer and food on streetcorners,
and speaker-trucks played popu-
lar Latino tunes.

[VIA e-mail]

Dear Miss Proper-Tea:
My great-grandfather has been

watching televised sports lately,
and now believes that he can
being training again to regain his
status as a professional boxer.
He’s well over ninety years old
and, no matter how often
Gramma, Ma, my aunts and
uncles, and my twenty-two first
and second cousins tell him that
he’s bound to get hurt, he insists
on working out because he saw
people older than him boxing just
the other day, and they all sur-
vived. How can we talk him out of
this pipe dream?

Bracing For the Worst, in Penn State

Miss Proper-Tea Advises:

You will need to respond as gently
as possible. People are living longer
and longer in various Threads, but
this does not circumvent the limits
of the human body. “They all sur-
vived” is an interesting standard; it
possible, appeal to his sense of fam-
ily duty-if he were to come to harm
in the ring, what effect would that
have on his great- and grandchil-
dren?  Choosing to exercise to
maintain an active and healthy
lifestyle for an older person is an
admirable trait. If possible consid-
er supporting his desire to regain
his “fighting form,” while still dis-
couraging him from following it
through to a competitive outcome.

* * *

[VIA telegram]

Dear Miss Proper-Tea:
Recently I’ve become more and

more fascinated by the social lives
of Paracentury executives. How
can I tell my boyfriend that I want
to try some of the things I read
about in a very enlightening mag-
azine I bought last week?

Awakened, in Manhattan

Miss Proper-Tea Advises:

You have many options avail-
able to you to introduce various
social alternatives to your para-
mour. If this magazine is still in
your possession, you can “subtly”
leave it somewhere on a premises
where he could find it. You could
ask if he’s seen it; if so, what he
thought about the contents. This
could lead to a theoretical discus-

sion about considering some of the
social activities discussed, docu-
mented, and described therein…
for yourselves. You may be able to
gauge his response to such ideas
by his initial response to the con-
tents of the magazine. With or
without it, you can certainly
broach any mild suggestions
entertained by these executives in
a non-threatening and innocuous
setting. If he responds positively,
consider expanding his social con-
siderations to other ideas.

* * *

[VIA Courier]

Dear Miss Proper-Tea:
My son has always been a big

eater, but recently he’s been eating
us out of house and home. I can’t
keep up with how much he gorges
himself these days, ever since he
went to that “Rave” dance last
month with his new friends from
the Technosphere. His mother
and I are working two jobs each
now just to pay for the unbeliev-
able amount he stuffs down his
gaping maw. Is there anything we
can do to tone it down a little?

Suffering,, in Los Angeles

Miss Proper-Tea Advises:

Your possibilities are various,
depending on the age of your son.
If he is old enough to attend Raves
with peers from the Technosphere,
he is old enough to contribute to
the household income, to wit, the
budget allocation for groceries.
Miss Proper-Tea understands
your parental desire to provide for
your children, but also recognize
and respects the various burdens
that such social situations place
upon parents. If your son’s health
has become adversely affected by
the quantity of food he consumes,
it may become necessary to limit
his intake. It is not impossible
that he will seek alternative
sources for his conspicuous con-
sumption; this may limit your
need to fiscally provide for this
excess. In either case, Miss
Proper-Tea advocates consultation
with a professional physician for
an assessment of your son’s
health. Should he have been
adversely affected by some aspect
of his experience at this Rave,
resulting in his dramatically
increased appetite, a physician’s
advice is warranted.

ETIQUETTE
MISS PROPER-TEA

B y  L i z  J o h n s o n  a n d  G l e n n  S i c i o t i

A Constitutional Crisis
spurred by a finding of mas-
sive voter fraud in Los Angeles
has been “averted by coopera-
tive action” according to a
statement made by Deputy
Mayor ** this morning. The
power sharing agreement was
forged by Representatives of
the Movement including
Mayoral Candidate Paul
Aguirre, EPIC Party Secretary
Raoul Santos, Mayor-elect Ted
Lawton, Jr. and Oscar Sutro.

The crisis occurred immedi-
ately after the November *
election, when an early vote
count showed a unity ticket
comprised of Ted Lawton, Jr.
and Elia Kazan to have
achieved a substantial majori-
ty. EPIC representatives
protested and street protests
broke out. Authorities feared
rioting, but Paul Aguirre
spoke on Radio and Television,
and through street speakers,
urging calm and promising
“swift action.” A special
Committee uncovered over
3400 separate instances of
undercounting, fraud, over-
counting and misballoting.

After a series of closed-door
meetings, Ted Lawton and
Aguirre stated that the
“majority of vote rigging had
been a legacy of the
Democratic political machine
originally constructed to
undermine Mayor Reagan,
and was driven largely by
ParaCentury Vice President
Marc Redman.” Commun-
ications Vice President
Mickey Preston was also
named.

The Power-sharing plan was
based around a series of resig-
nations on the Supreme Court
of California. Five of the seat-
ed justices of the court, which
had been pared to nine judges
by an amendment of the State
Constitution in 1958 resigned
and were replaced by repre-
sentatives named by Aguirre.
The Court then undertook a
series of injunctions ordering
run-off and local elections or
recounts.

In final result the legisla-
ture will be comprised about
42% of EPIC seats and 56%
of seats belonging to the GOP
or Democratic Party. Lawton
will become Deputy Mayor. A
final element of the plan
calls for Kazan to resign as
Deputy Mayor Elect, however
he has denounced the Power-
Sharing plan as a “charade
engineered by the GOP and
EPIC as a corporate attack
by Standard Oil on
ParaCentury Corp.”

The new court has already
handed down Grand Jury
summons to Marc Redman,
both for Electoral Fraud and
for conspiracy in the murder of
ParaCentury Executive Vice-
President **. It has been sug-
gested that a further sum-
mons may be forthcoming
against Mickey Preston.

The Court stopped short of
calling for a new election stat-
ing that “while it is clear that
the current composition of the
legislature is heavily based in
fraud, a new and comprehen-
sive redistricting plan, based
on a real and legitimate cen-

sus monitored by outsiders is
necessary before a new elec-
tion would be meaningful.”

Sutro has said that he will
name an EPIC member to his
cabinet, and it is widely
believed that this will be Raoul
Santos, a major player in
EPIC. Santos was once a hard-
line Communist, but broke
with the party to push
Aguirre’s drive toward moder-
ate Socialism through EPIC.
He served as and EPIC repre-
sentative abroad during the
election. Santos has a degree
in International Business from
UCLA, and was faulted as
being a “pretend communist”

Kazan’s opposition to the
Power Sharing plan remains
the only major stumbling
block. Lawton has said that he
may seek impeachment of
Kazan based on his ties to
Redman, if the Grand Jury
hands down an indictment
against the ParaCentury VP.
He has said that he plans to
name Diego Garza, the former
prizefighter and Aguirre’s
Deputy Mayoral Candidate as
Deputy Mayor as the final ele-
ment of a compromise.

International analysts agree
on the general significance of
the recent events, but are
mixed in their take on the
results.

“The basic outline of the situ-
ation is simple enough,” said
**. “The GOP and Standard
have gotten used to being in
power. It seemed very likely
that through Kazan,
ParaCentury would achieve a
parity, and with ParaCentury’s
higher growth factor could
come to eclipse Standard.
ParaCentury favored a weak
policy in the DEI which is con-
trary to Standard’s core inter-
ests…this was a coup by
Standard against Para-
Century. In order to pull the
coup, Standard lined up the
Movement, which is currently
displaying a moderate-
Socialist face. For the moment
things are going well.”

Disagreement begins over
where things are going.

Influential Hearst columnist
Brad Wellman  stated that
“Turning control of the Court
over to the Movement is dan-
gerous. The Movement has
already legitimized all past
acts of the People’s Court, sub-
ject to appeal. The Movement
will be able to impose a redis-
tricting plan through the
Courts and enlarge its power
at the next election. It con-
trols enough votes to block a
major Constitutional
Amendment. Standard Oil has
made a deal with a very mer-
curial and dangerous ally. The
likely result is that the
Movement will press to re-
organize the state, and force a
military Coup. General West
is known to favor a coup, while
Admiral Nitta has generally
opposed a coup except in the
event of a major uprising. If
the Movement pushes harder,
Nitta may move to a less neu-
tral position. “  Clare Luce,
Manhattan’s former
Ambassador to ENY made a
trip to Los Angeles to meet
with Kazan and Preston and
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see a government that is effi-
cient, that is organized, that is
non-partisan, that is open and
transparent, and that is
designed to help the people.”

Larsen said the search team
would employ around 450 people
and had a budget of 120 econ.

Lance Deschene released a
statement last week that he
would move with “deliberate
haste” to fill cabinet positions.

Deschene tried to dispel sug-
gestions of tensions among the
provisional government after it
emerged that he and Jack Burns
had disagreed strongly in private
talks on Monday about the pow-
ers and privileges of State
Government versus the Federal
Government. “When folk care a
lot about a thing, they can’t help
but get excitable about it. That
don’t mean they can’t still be rea-
sonable.”

Unnamed sources were less
positive about the process, say-
ing that a government built out
of wealthy and corrupt Holla
Bosses would be the inevitable
result of this talent search, and
that the provisional government
was doomed to fall apart before it
started.

pre-sentencing phase.
Cava’s defense is being paid

largely by outside supporters.
The Axa Organization Human
Rights Forward  which often
makes pro-bono contributions
to legal defenses declined to
fund the case because it
involves terrorism. Cava is
defended by Xuhal and
Cuihupata, which has a repu-
tation for successes in several
high-profile cases including
wealthy Axa businessman
Nuahr, who was accused of
murdering his mistress 27
year old actress Ixa
Huanpucha, but was acquitted
in a case based largely on cir-
cumstantial evidence. The
prosecution is headed by the
energetic Yuhan Yet-Sen, an
ethnic Manchurian.

Cava’s defense is expected
to present a picture of a mis-
guided individual, lied to and
let by a strong willed and
clever movement willing to
expend considerable
resources to alienate her and
gain the knowledge she rep-
resented. Lead defense attor-
neys have said they will show
that Cava was “a dupe” who
never realized that the
knowledge she passed along
would be used for anything
other than political leverage,
and did not believe that it
was possible for the terrorist
movement to actually con-
struct and use a reality
weapon. The Defense is
expected to concentrate on a
“not guilty” verdict on
Conspiracy to Commit mur-
der in order to gain an auto-
matic life sentence on a
Civilian Espionage charge.
Axan law allows execution for
espionage only in a time of
declared war.

Axa legislator Cuhar of the
devastated Anxil province has
said that he will not accept a
life imprisonment term. It is
unclear what recourse Cuhar
or others would have, though
most Axa sources agree that
there is heavy pressure on
prosecutor Yuhan to seek an
“unconditional” death sen-
tence. Cuhan has suggested
that he might press for Cava
to be tried separately in Anxil,
though the broadness of the
current prosecution creates a
strong possibility that an
Anxil trial would be impossi-
ble due to the “double jeop-
ardy” clause of the Axa
Constitution. Cuhar has also
suggested instituting a push
for legislature to allow execu-
tion for Espionage, “resulting
in the loss of human life,” and
the status of Ex Post Facto
legislation on sentencing is a
matter of considerable legal
conjecture.

Axa law allows an appeal
only by the defendant, and as
the case starts in a Province
Supreme Court, the only
appeal would be directly to
the Axa Supreme Court.

Death sentences are unusu-
al in Axa, though they have
been more common for terror-
ist offenses since the Reality
bombings. About 180 people
have been put to death by
lethal gas in the last twenty
years in Axa. Axan law allows
execution only for “murder or
conspiracy to commit murder,”
and capital cases are consid-
ered to be rare. Fourteen
years ago, the Axan High
Court imposed a litmus test of
“brutal and intentional” for
capital cases.

CAVA, from page 1

Heroes
Thwart
Man
with
Knife

B y  A l e x i s  S v y a t o s l a v n a

A few men can call themselves
heroes today in Novodevichii
Monostir’. While so often in this
shattered world we do our best
to keep to ourselves, worrying
about only our families and
those close to us, it is gratifying
to know that some people are
still ready to step up and help
those who are unknown to
them.

That’s what happened early
this morning in Novodevichii
Monostir’ when early risers
were shocked to see a circle of
men in the street surrounding a
woman made limp with fear.
One of the men had a knife, a
strange and wicked-looking
dagger. Many might have
walked on, unwilling to put
themselves in the middle of
what was a dangerous situa-
tion- the woman was wife or
daughter to none of them, yet
they stepped up! They called
out to others for aid and inter-
vened, wrestling the knife away
from the men. The group was
scattered and the man who had
held the knife is now in custody
awaiting questioning.

And Novodevichii Monostir
has a few more men who can see
good outcomes from their
actions. And perhaps a few
more people who are ready to be
heroes.

b y  t h e  C o l l e g i a n  S t a f f

PORT TUCUMACARI, FMUS -
Hundreds of Jackalope Agents and
MOCC employees are touring the
Midwest for talented, ambitious,
and willing personnel to form the
Cabinet of the Midwest.

Coordinating the search from
her office at Port Tucumcari, Jack
Burns is confident that the right
people for the job will be found.
“We’ve got a lot of experience at
hunting people down,” says Burns
with a smile, “and these aren’t
even trying to hide.”

Search co-chair Dave Larsen
(currently second in command of
Lance Deschene’s Jackalope
Mercenary Forces) promised on
Tuesday that the “big 4” positions
would be filled first, potentially
within a month. Larsen’s priori-
ties are Secretary of State,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Attorney General, and Chief of
Staff.

“This is part of our commitment
to make this process open and
transparent,” Larsen said at a
press conference held at the City of
Glass construction site. Larsen
referred to the search as “Step
Three in the process of building a
government.”

“The people of the Midwest will

The Search Is On!
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Scouts for Talent
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come down to a small army
breaking a vast mob, inferior in
weapons but greatly inferior in
numbers. In the 1860s with a
much lower population, New
York experienced draft riots
which were quelled only when
Federal Army Troops entered
the city. Without outside rein-
forcements, it seems unlikely
that the upper class would pre-
vail.

One potential source of aid
might be Jeffersonia. President
Lecher might be willing to send
troops to defend a Republic chal-
lenged by an upstart Prince. On
the other hand, even the
Jeffersonians do not consider the
“Republic” of Manhattan to be a
representative Democracy, and
sentiment there is at wild vari-
ance. Some newspapers paint
Luciano as “Closer to democracy
than the Republicans” and liken
him to Bonnie Prince Charlie, a
figure that carries tremendous
romance in a state that flies the
Bonnie Blue Flag as its national
ensign. Others paint him as “a
Tyrant and Criminal” and call
for volunteer regiments to
oppose him. The freewheeling
nature of Jeffersonia makes it
possible volunteers might set
sail to serve on both sides of a
Civil War.

Emperor Napoleon has sent an
Ambassador to Manhattan, who
met for several hours with
Luciano and expressed the
Emperor’s “admiration” for him.
The Grand Duchess Elisa, grand-
daughter of the Bonaparte’s sis-
ter, and recently named as
Napoleon’s Emissary to the JET,
is expected to make a social call
on Luciano.

Midwestern
Woman Wins
Prize for Chow

B y  C o r v u s  M a d d e r
S p e c i a l  t o  t h e  C o l l e g i a n

PORT TUCUMCARI - A
deployment cook from JET’s
Team A has won the first annual
Chow Line Cook-Off this week,
besting a field of fifty-two eligible
short order and deployment
cooks in the nomination roll.

Cookie Matthews, reportedly of
Port Tucumcari, was named the
number one Chow Cook by the
Port T Food Service Guild for her
diverse menu selections and
hearty meals that keep her team
running while on deployment.
For winning the award and the
crystal Chow Line Cup, Ms.
Matthews will win a weekend
trip for two to the Cherry
Springs Spa and Resort.

Information about Ms.
Matthews is scarce, but her
teammates had plenty of glowing
remarks about her. Angelina
Thorne, a JET Team A member,
says, “She deserves it; foul
mouth, good heart, and great
chow - everything a chow line
cook should have. Her cooking is
as good as my Momma’s, and she
sure as hell has had a lot less to
work with, to make it that good!”

“Cookie was responsible for the
first Outsider food I ever tasted
upon leaving my people,” said
Ambassador Aye of the Hive. “I
have yet to experience someone bet-
ter at cooking, or more versatile.”

Technomage Devin Archibald
added, “I would like to say she is
extremely nice and would never
hurt a fly, unless of course they
were needed for dinner. And no,
I'm not just saying that to make
sure I still get to eat on the next
deployment.”

ENY dignitary and JET team
member Christiana Sykes was
similarly impressed. “I’m always
impressed with how she makes
the most amazing meals for
everyone in the JET even if we’re
in the middle of nowhere.”

A native scout named Rom
simply added, “Meat’s good.”

The PTFSG was established by
a group of short-order and
deployment cooks four years ago,
including culinary representa-
tives from diverse origins as New
Orleans, Boston, British India,
Danzig, and Rising Sun. This
title, presented to Ms. Matthews
in absentia by FSG President
Max Khudenko, will be awarded
every year by the PTFSG.

“We’re all very proud of
Cookie,” said Khudenko. “I’ve
never had none of her stuff
myself, but I understand it’s to
die for. I hear all you need to do
is remember the hand sanitizer,
and mind the cleaver, and you’ll
be eating like a trail boss every
time.”

Manhattan
Faces Key
Vote

R H S

MANHATTAN - A key vote in
Manhattan looms less than two
weeks away, and the possibility
of Civil War hangs in the bal-
ance. The machine-government
driven by ** faces a challenge
from the organizers who have
propped it up over the last half
century.

“For forty five years” said Penn
State analyst ** “Manhattan
had a simple government. The
middle and upper classes
propped up the gang structure,
acknowledged the gang leaders,
and gave them enough wealth
and preferment that they would
turn out the vote for whoever the
gang-bosses said to. And the
gangs were played off against
each other - Irish versus Italian,
and Native versus immigrant.
But times have changed.”

The last twenty years have
seen the slow emergence of the
Italian Five Points as the princi-
pal gang. The Gas House gang,
which was not able to control the
big Italian and Irish precincts,
has eroded. The chief rival to
the Five Points, the Hudson
Gopher Gang, cut an agreement
last year that ended a territorial
feud on favorable terms, in
return for supporting the politi-
cal agenda of the Five Points
leader, Charles Luciano.

“Luciano has a big advantage.
His name is known outside the
Thread. The ENY dynasty
comes from the crime family
that Luciano founded. In L.A.
his name was nearly legendary.
He commands disproportionate
respect on the international
stage.

Luciano has put himself for-
ward as a candidate for Mayor,
and named a slate of other
Aldermen. His platform is sim-
ple and straightforward. He will
put forward a new constitution,
naming himself as Prince of the
City, and reducing the power of
the Legislature. Luciano has
said that he will petition
Emperor Michael II to admit
Manhattan to the Empire of
New York as a Principality.

While few citizens of Penn
State might understand
Americans voting to create a
Prince, even the upper class
admits that the idea is not all
that far-fetched. The idea of a
Prince has great traction among
the Italian working class, many
of whom have heard family sto-
ries of the victorious struggle of
Garibaldi to establish an Italian
Kingdom.

To the upper class, Luciano has
offered stability in return for a
change of state. He has prom-
ised to govern largely along cur-
rent lines, and to support  a
British style constitution which
would leave “money bills” in the
hands of the legislature rather
than the sovereign. Many of the
upper class see Luciano as the
“lesser of evils” fearing that
internationalism and instability,
as well as returning crusaders
will spur a plebian revolution.
The one thing that Luciano and
the upper class agree on is that
the mobs of New York are likely
to produce a government as dis-
organized as that of Communard
Paris, and that the City may
starve as a result.

Constitutional British Monarchy
and the root of the power of
Parliament. The promise is seen
largely as a concession to the key
Vanderbilt family which Luciano
sees as pivotal.

The other major pivot point is
William Randolph Hearst. Hearst
is seen as “pro-Republican” and
generally opposed to “Kings and
Princes.” In practice, however he
considers himself the spokesman
of the “common man” and his
abhorrence of Socialism,
Communism, and mob rule may be
greater than his opposition to a
Prince whom he is said to be on
“friendly social” terms with. Much
of Luciano’s powerful image comes
from coverage in Hearst’s newspa-
pers. It is generally believed that
Luciano has offered a series of con-
cessions to Hearst on the Press, as
well as a position in any
Government that is formed. Clare
Luce, who is often linked to
Hearst, originally opposed
Luciano, but has recently stated
that she would “consider serving
any constitutional government.”

The influence of the Emperor of
New York is seen as paramount.
In practical terms the Empire
overshadows and props up the
Manhattan upper class.
Strategically the outcome of a
Civil War is unlikely to favor the
middle and upper classes. The
Army of the Republic of
Manhattan is only 25,000 men,
with an additional 40,000 or so
reservists. Most active troops are
younger sons. The Army is con-
sciously organized along the lines
of the “Horse Guards” of Victorian
Britain which chiefly had the role
of putting down an insurrection.

In an actual conflict it would

Luciano has offered a carrot
and a stick. With the elections
largely controlled by political
brokers, he has made it clear he
expects his party to be awarded a
majority of seats in the
Legislature. His alternative is
clear…he will march a million
men up Fifth Avenue and “take
power if we are denied it.” A coup
might complicate entry into the
Empire of New York, as the
Emperor is less likely to embrace
a state which did not enjoy a con-
stitutional turnover of power.

Emperor Michael has
expressed cautious support of
Luciano, and has announced a
visit to the City where he will
host a dinner in Luciano’s honor
during the upcoming JET deploy-
ment. This is seen as an agree-
ment to accept Luciano’s petition
and admit Manhattan to the
Empire. In an address at
Rochester last month, the
Emperor spoke in general terms
of “bringing New York back
together, “ and a commitment to
“all New Yorkers.”

The upper class is unified in
opposition to Luciano, but divid-
ed in terms of whether or not
that opposition should be active.
J.P. Morgan has said that “the
Republic must resist this usurper
by every means at its disposal,”
while ** has said that “he
opposed the idea of a Principality
but doubts that it would be worth
bloodshed to prevent a constitu-
tional monarchy, duly estab-
lished, along British lines.”

Morgan’s vocal opposition has
faded since the Luciano’s prom-
ise to allow the Legislature to
control “money bills” - historical-
ly seen as the key to the

Mulberry Street Grocer’s Market, Manhattan (Hearst)
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FORMER US MIDWEST - It
rises above the desert, a gleam-
ing pillar of light. A thousand
panes of glass reflect the harsh
sun and send it back softened
and full of promise. This is the
City of Glass, a joint venture
between the Technosphere,
Rising Sun, and the fledgling
government of the former
United States Midwest. It is
meant to be a beacon, a place
where people from all threads
can unite to make the world a
better place.

And it’s even ahead in produc-
tion.

The concept of the city of
glass started several years ago
and support had to be found
from multiple threads- a meet-
ing place planned and con-
structed by one government
was considered a potential fail-
ure, something that the partici-
pants of this experiment were
utterly against.

“We had to have as much sup-
port as possible,” says Mac
Raboy, site foreman for Oasis
Tower, “If other threads weren’t
willing to put money, time, or
resources into the thing why
would we possibly think that
they would use it?”

He stands in the sun, shading
his eyes as he looks to where
construction is at least two
years ahead of plan. It is a tes-
tament to everyone who has
worked long and hard for this
project with a bit of luck on the
side to help. Mr. Raboy shakes
his head and smiles, “It’s sim-
ply amazing!  Things show up
when they’re needed, even if we
didn’t think to order them!
Someone bigger’n us is trying
to make this city work!”

The plans are ambitious.
Lance Deschene, one of the sup-
porters of the project, says that
it will end up taking almost 56
square miles in the middle of
the former Midwest - a city
planned from bottom to top.
That’s in the future. The initial
plan is to build the City Center,
a one-mile complex which will
be built around the Oasis
Tower.

When questioned further
about its purpose and location
Mr. Deschene said, “Funny y’all
should say, middle o’ nowhere,
Ma’am. Cause that’s ‘xactly the
point. When this here City is
built, it won’t be nowhere no
more. It’ll be the middle of the
Midwest. It’ll be somethin’ we
c’n all raise up our heads an’
see. Somethin’ we c’n all be
right proud of.”

Ms. Rosalie Jacobs, another

Midwestern supporter who now
lives in LA, is looking beyond
the hollers, “It’ll be a place
where diplomats can find wel-
come. Travelers will be drawn
to the City, which will bring
commerce and trade to the
Dust.” She pushes her famous
red hair away from her face,
looking out over L.A. while
thinking of home, “It is as
important to us, as a symbol of
our potential, as it is as a nexus
of information and cooperation.
Other threads will find it
important because it will be one
of the few inter-shard meeting
places, in a shard that is politi-
cally very neutral. With our
backers, we can start making
the Dust green again.”

There is no guarantee that
everyone will see it as good, at
least not at the start. Defenses
are being integrated to the
design to hold off Reavers and
those who enjoy their power
without sharing. With so many
supporters from so many shards
the defenses are a strange mix
of times and places ranging
from movement tracking lasers
to a medieval- style moat
around the City Center.

Hope has already taken hold
here, however, and there is little
doubt in the minds of those who
are working on it that it will
change the way that the Dust is
seen in the other threads. And,
sitting at the site of the future
city early enough the work is
not yet fully underway Ms.
Jacobs future is visible, a future
of hope and promise that shines
the dawning light into every
corner and every holler.

Ted Lawton, Jr.
delivers acceptance
speech in Los Angeles

ANALYSIS

Rebuilding a New World
Patrina Hurley of the Independent Observer
Goes Inside the City of Glass
In the Desert of the Former Midwestern States

Concept art for the City of Glass’s Oasis Tower (courtesy Marc Raboy)

Lance Deschene (file photo)

Rosalie Jacobs (Paracentury)

Ted Lawton Jr.’s Acceptance Speech
I am here today because my father had a dream. My father's dream
was first of a better Los Angeles, a Los Angeles that is truer to the
American spirit to which it has become a bastion..

I believe, as my father did, that we can do better.

Los Angeles is a city that cries out in many ways for social justice. It
was my father who introduced me to texts of the words of men from
another history, another world-- men like Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the Kennedys, and Barack Obama. I have read and come to know
the history of that other time, that other place. It tells me that we
can achieve equality now, here in our city, in our time.

Now is the time, here is the place where we begin to make history.
We have a bright and shining future to look forward to, one we will
accomplish. This is the beginning of my father's dream-- a dream
that I too dare to believe in.

The way to better the lives of each and every citizen is not to pick
up guns and tear down our government. We need to help families
provide better lives for themselves, instead of doling out handouts
under threat of gunfire. We need an expansion of employment, bet-
ter paying jobs, better education for our children, and a secure
retirement for the elderly. Our hope for the future lies together, not
against one another.

I reject the notion that political violence within this city is justified--
we have had too much violence between ourselves here in Los
Angeles, and it is not time for more. Los Angelenos of all walks of
life, of every race and creed have lost friends, loved ones, brothers
and sisters, mothers and fathers in this violence. We must bring it to
an end.

We are brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers-- a family with
proud heritage here in Los Angeles. We should not turn our backs
on our bonds of brotherhood to spit on that heritage, to burn it to
the ground. Division will not bring us closer to that brighter future--
it will not bring the equality, nor will it put food on the table of our
children or clothes on their backs. It will not give them a future.

Never has there been a better time to build that future than now.
Not since the Event has there been a greater period of hope for our
city! Hope is not dead-- hope is rekindled anew!

These are dangerous dreams, because their realization would shake
the very foundations of the world. They are dreams so dangerous
that a man from the future came back in time to kill my father in
order to try to stop them. In the future my father's assassin came
from-- my father's dream was realized. In that future, the barriers
between Threads were taken down. Travel resumed as it had before
the Event, and we rebuilt the world.

My father was killed because his killer feared a war between
nations of advanced technologies. Mr. Greyer believed that killing
my father would bring to an end my father's dreams, would prevent
us from realizing a future of unity and prosperity. What he forgot,
what made him wrong to kill my father, was that we are not the
puppets of history, we are its makers.

The only inevitable thing about my father's dream-- about my
dream, about YOUR dream-- is that if we come together we can
make it happen. We can help to piece together a broken world. We
can build a new world, a world in which the inequities of the pres-
ent become an artifact of the past, a future for ourselves and for our
children, a future of prosperity and success.

History is NOW! I am here to tell you that my fathers dream did
not die with him. It will not die because it lives on in each of us-- it
lives on in me, and it lives on in the heart and mind of every man,
woman and child who hears of it and dreams too of a future for
everyone, a future of plenty, a better. I stand before you now because
I believe.

Los Angeles, I hope you will stand together with me to say: 'Si, Se
Puede!' 'Yes, we can.' "
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